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A leading management solution developer for automobile dealers, DATAFIRST chose Sugar and Sugar 
Gold Partner Synolia to help it grow market share, increase upsell opportunities, and develop new SaaS 
applications for its product portfolio. With Sugar, DATAFIRST cut its typical sales cycle from twelve 
months to four, increased lead generation by 200 percent in only five months, and closed a major upsell 
deal with 80 percent of its Ford dealer customer base.

Business Challenges
DATAFIRST designs and deploys enterprise resource planning (ERP) solutions for car dealers. Although 
these solutions are installed at the dealer, they are linked via middleware to the ERP functions of the 
dealer’s car manufacturers. The systems manage the purchase, sale, and repair of vehicles, and control 
invoicing, procurement, and personnel allocation. DATAFIRST operates throughout Europe, serving 
22,000 users.

For lead generation, the company relied on a once yearly road show and traditional direct mail campaigns 
sent to lists exported from its accounting system. To boost sales, DATAFIRST established three 
objectives: acquire new customers and increase market share, increase upselling to current customers, 
and launch value added SaaS products such as dealer CRM and branded websites. “To achieve this, we 
knew we needed a CRM system,” recalls Rémi Clemendot, Business Development Director for 
DATAFIRST. “At the time, all we had was an accounting system, which was Exact.”

The Solution: Sugar Professional 
In addition to Sugar, DATAFIRST considered Salesforce, Sage CRM, and the CRM module of its Exact 
accounting system. “We decided on Sugar for its feature set, ease of implementation, and the option to 
deploy either on premise or in the cloud,” explains Clemendot. “We also found an excellent Sugar gold-
level partner very nearby, Synolia. And, we’re hosted on Synolia’s cloud now. But if it turns out that on 
premise will be better for us, we have that flexibility, which is very important to us.” Synolia integrated 
Sugar with Exact and the company’s website, made additional customizations, and trained the DATAFIRST 
sales force. DATAFIRST’s Sugar solution went live in July of 2011 for all the sales representatives and 
marketing staff in France. It is considering a future rollout to offices in the rest of Europe.
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Company Description
DATAFIRST has been developing and 
deploying innovative management 
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dealers since 1985. Its specialists are 
domain experts with in-depth 
knowledge of the dealer’s business 
activity, including how to incorporate 
its work patterns in our solutions.
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DATAFIRST Increases Lead Generation 200 Percent 
in only Five Months with SugarCRM®  
Sugar Partner Synolia Implements Sugar Solution That Slashes Sales Cycle By 66 Percent

“In only four months—instead of the typical twelve—we 
were able to sell our automotive dealer CRM system to 80 
percent of our Ford dealer customers. Without Sugar, and 
the campaigns and telesales it supports, this would never 
have been possible.”
Rémi Clemendot, Business Development Director, DATAFIRST
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Business Benefits
Sugar now manages the sales and marketing activities for DATAFIRST, including email campaigns and a monthly newsletter 
that reaches approximately 5,000 recipients. With Sugar, DATAFIRST has completely updated its customer database, which 
enables sales reps to see the company products individual dealers own. In one case, this information revealed a major upsell 
opportunity within its Ford customer base. “In only four months—instead of the typical twelve—we were able to sell our 
automotive dealer CRM system to 80 percent of our Ford dealer customers,” notes Clemendot. “Without Sugar, and the 
campaigns and telesales it supports, this would never have been possible.” Sugar also dramatically increased lead 
generation—producing 428 leads in only five months compared to 150 in the prior year—a 200 percent increase.

Clemendot is enthusiastic about the future of Sugar with DATAFIRST and credits Synolia for its early success. “Synolia has 
real experience with CRM, not just with Sugar but in the way CRM needs to be implemented inside an organization,” 
concludes Clemendot. “They have great skills and were always responsive. It would be very difficult to be without CRM now. 
It’s in the genes of our company.”

About DATAFIRST
DATAFIRST develops and deploys complete management solutions for the automotive industry used by dealers and dealer 
groups as well as leading auto manufacturers worldwide. Our solutions are designed to integrate with each brand’s work 
processes and establish real-time communication with its IT systems, thus ensuring the quality of information in accordance 
with individual manufacturer policies.

About Synolia
SYNOLIA is the oldest SugarCRM partner in the world and in 2004 was the first SugarCRM Gold Partner in France. It 
currently serves more than 250 companies with Sugar in France. With its highly qualified team of Sugar experts, SYNOLIA 
provides the official French translation of Sugar, manages the Francophone community, and provides a portfolio of value-
added professional services, including configuration, development, application maintenance, hosting, and training. Synolia’s 
expertise is in understanding the business processes of its customers to ensure an optimum implementation of SugarCRM.  
SYNOLIA has offices in Lyon and Paris.
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